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100%

54%

OF OUR YEAR 13
BTEC LEVEL 3
STUDENTS
ACHIEVED
THEIR FULL
QUALIFICATION

OF DEGREE STUDENTS HAVE
HAD PAID EMPLOYMENT
DURING THEIR EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMME WITH
NOTTINGHAM FOREST
COMMUNITY TRUST
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100%

OF YEAR 12 BTEC
LEVEL 3 STUDENTS
PASSED THEIR
1ST YEAR OF
EDUCATION

92%

of Degree students achieved
a BSC Honours Degree

100
%
OF DEGREE STUDENTS

achieved a BSC
Foundation
Degree

‘‘

 y confidence has grown
M
massively, and this course
has enabled me to develop
my skills and increase my
learning in an industry I am
very passionate about. The
tutors and other students are
very supportive, patient and
understanding it feels like
an extended-family.

’’

CARLIE BOWN,
YEAR 12 BTEC LEVEL 3 STUDENT

‘‘

‘‘

 ow I’m in my second year,
N
I can really see the progress
I’ve made, personally and
academically. I love the
course and the practical
element that it offers.
A lot of my friends went to
Sixth Form but this course
offers a balance of practical
and theory.

’’
ADAM DICKINSON,
YEAR 13 BTEC LEVEL 3 STUDENT

I remember my time studying the BTEC Level well at NFCT.
After doing well in the BTEC, I enrolled onto the degree course
with NFCT and USW. Since graduating, I now work full-time
as a head coach at Nottingham Forest Community Trust.
I absolutely love it!

’’

DANTE DIRISO, NFCT HEAD COACH
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ALLOW US TO INTRODUCE
OURSELVES
Established as a charitable
trust in 2010, Nottingham
Forest Community Trust
(NFCT) is a visionary and
authentic organisation
that inspires communities
to be bold and dream big.
We help people and more
importantly students to realise
their potential by creating
pathways into training, education,
and employment – enhancing
physical and mental wellbeing
while creating stronger, safer,
and happier communities.
Our education programme
provides post-16 students with
the skills, knowledge, learning
and experience to gain industry
recognised qualifications and
we are committed to helping our
students gain a career in the sport
industry.
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WHAT MAKES US
DIFFERENT FROM
EVERYBODY ELSE?
■

Paid work opportunities
offered to all degree students
to work at NFCT and NFFC
throughout the year

■

30 hours+ of work experience
with the NFCT for BTEC
students (covering different
demographics in the sporting
industry)

■

140 hours+ of work experience
for degree students with NFCT
across different programmes

■

Guest speakers from the Club
and Trust will take sessions
and give students relevant
insight into the football and
sports industry

AIMS AND VALUES

1
2
3

Ensure all students have a positive
learning experience with Nottingham
Forest Community Trust.

4
5

Develop students not only academically,
but as professional and respectful
young people.

Support learners with their academic
studies, helping them achieve their
full potential.
Provide pathways into further
education, training and development
within the football and wider sports
industries.

Encourage all students to dream big
and think big.
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BTEC LEVEL 3 EXTENDED
DIPLOMA IN SPORT
Our BTEC Level 3 sports
course provide a broad range
of practical and theory-based
contextual learning for students
who wish to progress in the
sport and leisure industry.
Equivalent to three A-Levels, our BTEC
Level 3 Extended Diploma in Sport
provides you with the opportunity to
work towards a vocational qualification
for a career in the sport industry or, the
chance to study further at university.
Our qualified tutors have more than
15 years of teaching experience in
addition to being FA licensed coaches.
They combine innovative classroom
learning with the practical experience
of coaching and offer opportunities
to represent the Nottingham Forest
Football Development squad in both
regional and national competitions.
Above all, we ensure that our students
have the opportunity to develop their
understanding through a first-class

education within a professional
football environment.
Students are expected to have
met the entry requirements of five
GCSEs grade 5-9 (A*- C) including
English and Maths assessments for
the BTEC combine exams, observed
practical assessments, written reports,
presentations, discussions, case
studies and work booklets.

Students can expect to study
a range of modules including:
■
■

■

■
■

PSYCHOLOGY IN SPORT
ANALYSIS OF SPORTS
PERFORMANCE
FITNESS TRAINING AND
PROGRAMMING
SPORTS COACHING
ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

THEN WHAT?
Many of our BTEC students go on to university to study a range of sport related
courses. We have undergraduate degree programmes that are delivered in
partnership with the University of South Wales. Employment opportunities in
football and the wider sports industry are also potential pathways for students
following their Level 3 BTEC Extended Diploma.
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UNDERGRADUATE
DEGREES
FOUNDATION DEGREE IN
COMMUNITY FOOTBALL
COACHING & DEVELOPMENT
(2 Years)

FOUNDATION DEGREE IN
SPORTS COACHING &
DEVELOPMENT
(2 Years)

BSC (HONS) FOOTBALL
COACHING, DEVELOPMENT
& ADMINISTRATION

DEGREES –
WHAT ARE THEY ABOUT?
Unlike most university courses, you’ll have
the opportunity to learn, develop and coach
in a professional and exciting environment.
You will acquire the knowledge to successfully
kick start your career within the football industry
through our undergraduate degree courses.
Delivered in partnership with
the University of South Wales,
our two-year foundation degree
allows you to gain valuable
coaching experience and
industry-recognised qualifications.
You’ll be able to develop
your football and coaching
expertise in communities across
Nottinghamshire whilst attending
lectures and seminars at The
City Ground. The lectures aim
to develop your understanding

around engagement of children
and young people in sport,
social inclusion theory and
sports management.
At the end of the two-year
programme, alongside your FA
Level 2 Coaching award, you’ll
have the opportunity to convert
your Foundation Degree into a
BSc (Hons) degree if you wish
– perfect if you want to push
yourself to the next level!

(3 Years)
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FOUNDATION DEGREE IN SPORTS
COACHING & DEVELOPMENT
The first year will provide you with the
underpinning theory and practice of
sport coaching and development. You
will gain knowledge of how sport is
organised, delivered, and managed in
the community and you will have the
opportunity to lead sport activities
and events.
By understanding the fundamental
principles of ‘how’ and ‘what’ to
coach and the scientific principles
of psychology, performance analysis
and exercise science will underpin
your coaching knowledge.

YEAR ONE MODULES:
■

Academic research and professional
skills

You will enhance your breadth of
knowledge by studying barriers to
sport and completing a school and/
or community placement which will
enable you to put your ideas and
knowledge into practice.

YEAR TWO MODULES:
■

Project management

■

Sport placement (double module)

This award-winning community
football coaching course is designed
in conjunction with English Football
League Trust. The degree provides
a pathway so that you can develops
many skills and qualities that are
required to work within professional
football clubs’ community departments
or national governing bodies in areas
of growth such as social inclusion,
community coaching and football
development.

YEAR ONE MODULES:
■
■

■

Introduction to sports coaching

■

■

Introduction to sports science for
coaching

Community sports development

■

Physical education and school sport

■

■

Sports coaching and leadership

■

■

Introduction to sport development

■

Managing sport and sport
development in practice

APPLICATION
REQUIREMENTS:
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In your final year, you will develop
the skills and knowledge gained
in year one around understanding
coaching and leadership principles
and approaches to developing and
managing sport across a range of
target groups.

FOUNDATION DEGREE IN
COMMUNITY FOOTBALL
COACHING & DEVELOPMENT

■
■

Football coaching: theory and practice
Technical planning and reflective
practice in football
Academic research & professional skills
Introduction to sport development
Managing & developing football in
the community
Sport development in practice
FA Level 2 award in coaching football

To find out more or to
apply, go to

■

SOUTHWALES.AC.UK/
COURSES

APPLICATION
REQUIREMENTS:

■

160 UCAS points

■

Three GCSEs 5-9 (A*- C equivalent)

■

160 UCAS points

■

FA level 1 Certificate in Coaching

■

Three GCSEs 5-9 (A*- C equivalent)

■

FA level 1 Certificate in Coaching

The course allows you to study all
sub-disciplines of coaching and
gain valuable industry recognised
qualifications. You will learn about
youth coaching, football coaching,
football development, social inclusion,
and sport management skills.
There will be further opportunity to apply
your knowledge with an extensive workbased learning programme provided by
the Club, working within specific roles
and real-life football projects.

YEAR TWO MODULES:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Football coaching adolescent performers
Science and football
Work-based learning
Football in society
Physical education & school sport
Learning and teaching methods
Complete up to 300 hours coaching
practice

To find out more or to
apply, go to

SOUTHWALES.AC.UK/
COURSES
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BSC HONS FOOTBALL
COACHING, DEVELOPMENT
& ADMINISTRATION
(OPTIONAL YEAR 3):
This additional year will consolidate your learning
and start to specialise your work-based learning
experience in line with career ambitions. It will
focus on both football and business-related
knowledge needed to develop professionals for
the football industry.

YEAR THREE MODULES:
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■

Applied professional project

■

Performance football coaching

■

Strategic sports development

■

Contemporary issues in sport coaching

■

The business of football
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SAY HI TO CARLIE
‘‘

I originally started out studying A Levels at Sixth
Form but soon after, I realised it just wasn’t for me.
The subjects were too academic-based, and I wanted
something that was more hands-on and practical.
I love football and it’s one of my biggest interests so
when I heard about the BTEC, I immediately wanted
to find out more. For me, I want to gain a wider
understanding and knowledge of football and sport
in general - on and off the playing field. Personally,
the business of football is something I am most
interested in.
My goal, once I’ve finished the course is to progress
into a career in sports coaching. I like the idea of
gaining an American scholarship with a view to
getting involved in sports coaching. In 5 years, I see
myself being part of coaching staff at a professional
football club.
This course has a very good balance of theory and
practice. One thing I like most about the course is
that everything we learn is relevant and I find it so
interesting.
My confidence has grown massively, and this course
has enabled me to develop my skills and increase
my learning in an industry I am very passionate
about. The tutors and other students are very
supportive, patient and understanding - it feels like
an extended-family.
For year 10s and 11s considering this course, I would
say, if you’re interested in football and the world of
sport but not sure where you’ll fit then this course
could be great for you. My top tip would be to ask
lots and lots of questions so that you gain as much
information as you can before enrolling so that you
get a full understanding of the modules and structure.
Last thing – if you do enrol, remember to have fun,
and give it your all – you won’t regret it!

’’
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‘‘

F
 or year 10s and 11s considering
this course, I would say, if you’re
interested in football and the world
of sport but not sure where you’ll
fit then this course could be great
for you. My top tip would be to ask
lots and lots of questions so that you
gain as much information as you can
before enrolling so that you get a full
understanding of the modules and
structure.

’’
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INTRODUCING ADAM
‘‘

I’m really interested in sport, whether it’s playing, watching or learning about
the sports industry. When I was exploring my post-16 options, I knew I didn’t
want to go to sixth form as A Levels are too theory-based. In addition, I think
a lot of my friends just went to sixth form because everyone else did.
What attracted me to the course was the affiliation with Nottingham Forest
and the world of professional football, even though I’m a Liverpool fan.
Now I’m in year 13 I’m starting to think about options for next year. Ideally,
I see myself going off to university to study a sports related degree.
Overall, I think the BTEC is a great course. The course modules and content
are really engaging, and I enjoy the fact that it’s practical and interesting especially the coaching side. The course has a good level of difficulty and
can challenge me in some areas which has allowed me to develop my skills
and knowledge even more.
Personally, my confidence has grown hugely from when I first started, and I
now feel like I can answer questions and present and speak in front of people.
In the early days, I didn’t say too much as I felt nervous but that soon changed
once the course got going!
The facilities, technology, and resources available to us are good and the
tutors and coaching staff are nice and helpful – they always provide support
if you’re struggling.
In the next 5 years, I see myself as a coach within a football club – just like
Dante who used to study here. I look up to him and he provides great support
as he used to be in our shoes a few years ago.
For pupils considering a course like this, I would say, if they’re passionate
about sports, they should come and find out more. All the learning is based
on sports and the sport industry, and an additional bonus is, if you like playing
football, you get game time and can represent NFFC!
Overall, it’s a great experience.
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SPORTS PLACEMENTS
■

DURING YOUR STUDIES AT
NOTTINGHAM FOREST COMMUNITY
TRUST, YOU WILL ACCESS HANDS
ON WORK EXPERIENCE IN SPORT.

These experiences will include:
■
■
■
■

COACHING
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
EVENT MANAGEMENT
SPORTS DEVELOPMENT

The hours gained working on these projects will give
you valuable experience with the intention to provide
the opportunity to develop vocational skills required
of individuals within the sports industry.
You’ll actively enhance your curriculum vitae and
improve your employability skills, preparing you for
the workplace upon completion of your studies.
Employers (including ourselves) recognise these
placements as valuable practice and are desirable
factors when looking for coaches.
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WHERE WILL YOU BE
STUDYING?
THE CITY GROUND
Our education programmes are based at the world
famous, City Ground. The Education Centre in this
incredible professional football club facility has 3
classrooms, including an iMac suite, a mini-library,
and a breakout area for group work.

THE FOREST SPORTS ZONE
The £1.8M Forest Sports Zone (FSZ) is our very own
football and multi-sports facility, which includes a
full-size 3G pitch, a sand-based pitch, and a multi-use
games area for a range of different sporting activities.
The Forest Sports Zone is at the heart of Nottingham
is the most utilised community sports venue in the
world! The FSZ will be the venue for training and
home-matches for our students who wish to represent
Nottingham Forest Football Club against other teams
across the country. It will also be available for students
who want to hone their coaching skills to practically
support their learning and development.
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COACHES CORNER
Steve Stennett

Steve Stennett joined Nottingham Forest Community
Trust in 2019 and is a highly experienced UEFA
A licence coach. Steve brings many years of
knowledge and skills to all students and has worked
with elite football programmes around the world.
He has had a relationship with the club for over 10 years and at
one time was first team manager for Nottingham
Forest Women Football Club and has had senior
roles at other professional club across the
country.
Steve’s attention to detail is second to
none and he ensures that all students get
the support, training and reassurance
they need to improve and be the best
they can be. In addition to Steve’s role
within the education programme,
he is also a technical director
for our Regional Talent Centre
which develops girls and young
women’s football.
Day-to-day, his role as a
coach sees him train, tutor
and monitor students throughout
their time studying at Nottingham
Forest Community Trust and Steve is
a positive role model for students and
engages them in a range of activities –
regardless of ability.
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TRAINING
Training will take place at
The Forest Sports Zone and
players will be coached by
our FA-qualified coaching
team, fully preparing them
for their upcoming league
games. Sessions will look
to work on the technical
and tactical aspects of the
game, improving players’
ability levels and game
understanding in the
process. In addition, there
will be a sports science
strength and conditioning
aspect of the training
schedule to improve the
physical condition of the
players.

TRAIN AND PLAY
LIKE THE PROS

MATCHDAY
League and Cup fixtures
will be scheduled weekly
against other football clubs’
education and development
squads. In addition to a
fixture programme, there
is an agreement between
clubs to offer a ground
tour around their respective
first-team stadiums.
Transport is provided for
students for away fixtures.
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GET IN TOUCH
NOTTINGHAM FOREST COMMUNITY TRUST

Instagram: @nffc_community

Nottingham Forest Football Club,
The City Ground, Nottingham NG2 5FJ

Twitter: @nffc_community

Tel: 0115 982 4444
Email: community@nottinghamforest.co.uk

Facebook: Nottingham Forest Community Trust
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NOTTINGHAM FOREST
COMMUNITY TRUST

